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Greetings and kissing

When you’re introduced to an Italian, you should say “Buon

giorno” and shake hands. “Ciao” is used among close 

friends and young people. It’s also polite to say 

“Buongiorno” or “Buonasera” on entering a small place and 

“arriverderci / arrivederla” on leaving; friends just say ”Ciao”. 

When saying goodbye, you should shake hands again.

“Buon giorno” becomes “buona sera” any time after lunch 

break (around 1pm), but also “Buon pomeriggio” is used. 

“Buon note” is used when going to bed or leaving a house in 

the evening. 



Italian families and friends usually kiss when they 

meet.  The ‘kiss’ is given high up on the chee, and it 

isn’t usually really a kiss, more a delicate brushing 

of the cheeks accompanied by kissing noises. There 

are usually two or three kisses on each cheek. 



“Lei” or “Tu” ?

The subject “tu” form is known as informal or familiar, 

instead “Lei” is actually for courtesy. The choice between 

one form and the other depends on the different 

sociolinguistic factors, such as age, sex, the formality of the 

situation and the type of relationship between the speakers, 

but also by power, wealth and influence conferred to the 

person you speak to. When talking to a stranger, particularly 

older Italians, you should use the formal form “Lei”. 

Generally the older or senior person invites the interlocutor 

to use the familiar ”tu” form if he/she wants to create a more 

familiar relationship and the first name is used too. The 

familiar form “tu” is used with children or young people.



In Italy today the pronoun “Lei” is the oral and written 

mostly used form when talking to a man or a woman you 

do not know and when you want to show respect and 

social distance, and you also use it when you write a 

formal letter. According to the rules of grammar, “Lei” of 

courtesy is written with a capital L.



Being Italian
Stereotypes always tend to have some truth mixed in with a 

few generalisations and a bit of exaggeration. Italy is often 

described with these words: pasta, mafia, gestures, loud. 

Italians tend to feel that they are unfairly stereotyped and get 

annoyed by how they are perceived by foreigners. Let’s 

analyse a few concepts:

1. Spaghetti and pasta in general are sacred. You cannot 

take pasta away from an Italian meal otherwise it won't be 

complete. 

2.Mafia is real: we are not proud of it but it does exists, 

especially in the South and in Sicily. Obviously, not every 

Italian is a Mafioso and most will feel offended and insulted if 

you use this term to address them, even if you mean it as a 

joke.



3.Yes, the most peculiar elements of communication for 

Italians are gestures: the way we move our hands, move 

our shoulders, our facial expressions, as well as the way 

we use our eyes to make ourselves understood. 

4. It’s definitely true that Italians speak very loudly in public 

whether on the bus, in the street or on the phone. 
5. Italians are generous, friendly and communicative people. 

We like to smile; we love talking to people – but this doesn't 

imply that we don’t take work seriously. 

6. Family is the most important thing in our lives and male 

as well as female roles are based on it. Contrary to what 

people think women shouldn’t stay home taking care of 

household and children. Lots of Italian women have jobs 

and are independent as well!



Invitations

A good meal should always be shared with someone 

else. It is a way to share conversation and jokes, forget 

about work for a couple of hours and enjoy life. Be 

assured, an Italian will always find the time to eat 

properly. If you’re invited to dinner by an Italian family 

you should take along a small present of flowers, 

pastries, chocolate or a bottle of wine. Flowers can be 

tricky, as some people associate them with certain 

things, because of the flowers language. Italians say 

‘buon appetite” before starting a meal.



When you’re offered a glass of wine, toast with your host 

saying “alla salute!” before drinking. It’s common in Italy to 

invite people to come after dinner (dopo cena), from 

9.30pm, for dessert and wine.



Eating in Restaurants
Restaurants rarely open for lunch before 12.30am and for 

dinner before 7.30pm. 

The menu is divided into starters (antipasti), first courses 

(pasta or rice); main courses (fish or meat dish with 

vegetables), sometimes cheese, then desserts or fruits and 

coffee. Italians usually drink wine during their meal. People 

can drink “il vino della casa” which is served in carafes or 

you can get wine in bottles (usually it is more expensive). 

Italian cuisine is one of the finest in the world: light and 

healthy, yet full of flavour. There are huge regional 

differences. However, most Italian cuisine is based on a few 

essential ingredients, notably pasta. Each region and many 

towns in Italy have their own pasta specialities, using a 

multitude of different shapes, sizes and colours. 



Another Italian dish popular throughout the world is pizza, 

which originated in Naples (the ‘basic’ pizza, the Margherita). 

As well as these world-famous dishes, Italy boasts a vast 

range of regional and local culinary delights, such as Parma 

ham, Liguria’s pesto, Venetian risotto, Sicily’s delicious 

desserts such as cannoli, zabaglione, granita, marzipan and 

cassata –and, of course, Italian ice-cream, which is 

considered to be the best in the world.


